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ABSTRACT

A novel control theory of chaot ic systems la s tudied . The corre la t ion

functions are ca lcu lated and used as feedback s i g n a l s of the chaot ic l aBers .

Computer experiments have shown that in t h i s way the chaot ic systems can be

control led to have time-Independent output when the external control parameters

are in chaotic domain.
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1. Introduction

The subject of chaos has received a great deal of attention.
It has recently been shown that chaos is by no means exceptional

1) 2)but a universal behaviour " '. Such behaviour has been found in quite
different disciplines from fluid dynamics, lasers, condensed mat-
ter physics, chemistry to biology, ecology and even sociology.

Many different nonlinear systems show, as a function of an exter-
nal control parameter, similar transition from order to chaos.
Theoretically, a l l nonlinear dynamical systems with more than two
degrees of freedom including biological , neural, economic and
sociological models can ,in principle, display chaos •*'.

In view of the universality of chaos,one may ask whether
chaos can be controlled and avoided? Or 16 i t possible to extend
the conventional control theory to the chaotic systems? Further-
more^wlll chaos theory find any technical application? In thlB pa-
per the correlation functions of the chaotic- laser systems are cal -
culated . A novel control theory suitable for chaotic systems has
been studied. Firstly we show that the correlation functions of
the chaotic laBers decay rapidly and display osci l lat ing behaviour*
according to correlation time. The correlation function i s then
proposed to be used as a feedback signal to tune the external con-
trol parameters of the dynamical oystem. in this way the system
can remain in steady state although the external control parameters
are in an lnstable and chaotic domain. So chaos can be control-
led and avoided. Dased on this principle the correlation control
theory of chaotic systems has been presented. Thsse ideas have
been confirmed by computer simulations. This novel approach can
be considered as an extension of the conventional control theory
which fails for chaotic systems. Apparently the significance
of our correlation control theory l i e s In i t f potential applica-
tions to large classes of nonlinear systems which can have chaos
behaviours. The implications of the correlation control theory in
different disciplines have also been discussed.

2. Lorenz model and chaos of lasers

It i s well known that homogeneously broadened single mode
laser systems are governed by the following set of equations:
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E = kP - kE (1)

(2)

(3)

where E is the electric field, P is the polarization and D is

the population inversion in suitably noraaliied units. fR is the

longitudinal relaxation rate, YL is the transverse relaxation

rate and k is the decay constant of the cavity. J\_ Is the pumping

parameter ( or external control parameter ) defined by

- 1
(It)

where Dt is the threshold, Dg is the population inversion in

steady state.

It has been shown that the laser equations are entirely

equivlent to the Loreni equations *'i ̂ ) :
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when r<1 and D0<^D. there is no laser action. When r j1 the

laser action occurs with stable, time-independent field

t .

Furthermore there are instable conditions

(a)
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(10)

(ID
Under these conditions the laser systems will transit from

steady state to chaotic state. Fig. 1 illustrate*the computer

experimental results.

It has long been thought that the instable conditions

can hardly be reached. Recently Mogenboom and his colleagues

have successfully demonstrated the instabilities of the homo-

geneously broadened lasers by using NH4 system
 6\

i . Correlation functions of chaotic lasers

A more rigorous description of chaotic behaviours can be

given by Poincare cross section, power spectrum and correla-

tion function. The correlation function of inhomogeneously

broadened chaotic lasers has been calculated by Milonnl " ,

The situation of homogeneously broadened single mode lasers

Is considered here.

In principle, all the three criteria can be used as feed-

back signal of the dynamical systems. To be specific we calcu-

late the correlation function g("£) between the variable X(t)

at a time t and Xlt-ft) at a later time (t+f) ,

v
x(t+r) dt

(12)

where T Is large enough but unneceatuy to be infinite for the

purpose of control theory. The correlation functions of the

chaotic lasers are illustrated in Fig.2. It is evident that

the correlation functions decay rapidly and oscillate accor-

ding to the correlation times.

It is well known that correlation functions are widely

used to express the time coherence of the radiation in optics

and laser physics. The rapid decay of the correlation function

means that the time coherence degree of the chaotic lasers Is

degraded. The oscillating behaviours of the correlation func-

tions are unique for chaotic signal which differ from the dis-

ordered spontaneous radiation.
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4. Correlation control theory of chaotic lasers

Based on its rapid decay , the correlation function can

be used as feedback signal to tune the external control para-

meters in the following way

X = -ffi X - Y ) (13)

Y = -XZ - Y + rGX Ql,)

Z • XY - bZ (15)

where

G =
i T

t >T
(16)

g(r) is given by Eq. (12) . This means that when 0 < t < T the

external control parameter is r. He suppose that r > r c so that

the system is in chaotic state. One can measure

the correlation function g(-C) in a period from t=0 to t*T.

This correlation function is just our feedback signal. Because,

of rapid decay of g (<) so one can have g <;< J • So the equiv—

lent control parameter can be less than the critical point

rg(T)<r c • (IT)

In this way the system should transit from chaotic state to

steady state although the external control parameter is still

in an unstable domain. In this case the steady value Is modified 1}y

(18)

This novel control theory by using correlation function of

the output as feedback signal is called correlation control

theory which is valid for nonlinear systems including chao-

tic systems.

The computer experiments of the correlation control proce-

dures are illustrated in Fig. 3. When o < t < T the laser sys-

tem is In chaotic state. The correlation functions of the

chaotic signal is calculated and used <us feedback BiRnal to

tune the external control parameter. The laser system goes to

steady state. The £i;;«d points are the same as calculated from

the analystic formulas (J8). It may be worth mentioning that

the correlation control procedures shown in Fig.3 are different

from metastable chaos .

We 3hould however, also stress that the steady values of X

can be positive or negative. But the output of the laser systems

is |x| . In this way one can control the systems to obtain time

independent output and avoid chaos. Furthermore,one can also

obtain maximum output or preset output without chaos.

Sometimes rg(r( could be greater than rc. In this case

one can measure the correlation function again and improve the

control procedure by using a suitable function of g («) as feed-

back signal. This can be done by computer systems.

Following a similar procedure one can also speed up the

processes to go to chaos. It Is also possible to obtain chaos-

order-chaos series.

5. Control procedure near the critical points

It is Interesting to mention the control procedure when the

systems are near to the critical points. One might think that it

is easier to avoid chaos for these situations. But this is not

the case. Because the correlation functions are quite large for

these cases the process to go to steady state is slow (shown

in Fig. 4) It is also possible to have r g « ) ̂ -rc. .For the latter

case one also has to use a suitable function of g(f) as feed-

back signal to avoid chaos.

6. Discussion <

In conclusion we have studied the correlation control theory

of chaotic -systems which can be used for control and avoiding

chaos for nonlinear systems. These ideas can also be extended to

other chaos approaches. The correlation control theory may one

day be of considerable technological Importance in view of the

universality of the chaotic behaviour.

The main differences between correlation control theory and

conventional control theory are based on the feedback signal.In

conventional control theory the feedback signals are the error

signal! which are the local functions of time and spatial vari-

ables. It fails for chaotic systems. In our correlation
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control theory the feedback signals are determined by global
feature of the processes. This is a new kind of mechanism of In-
formation feedback.

It is also worth noting that the correlation control theory
could have synergetic implications in complex systems, in bio-
logical, economic, soclalogical processes and even the thinking
processes and behaviours of human beings, the feedback informa-
tion may have global feature) time correlation, spatial correla-
tion, function correlation e tc . ) . It might be expected that the
concepts of holographic control theory may play a crucial role
for these complex systems.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 Chaos of a homogeneously broadened laser r - 21, r « 21.5-

Fig. 2 Correlation function of chaotic laser eyBtems, rc • 21, r - 1,

a) r • 21.5, b) rc - 23.

Fig. 3 Correlation control of the chaotic lasers, r - 2 1 , a) r « 21.5,

b) r • 22, c) r - 23.

Pig. U Correlation control when the systems are near to critical points,

r - 2 1 , r - 20.
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